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A fun game to play with friends, but a little hard to control at first.. I am a fan of historical wargames and obtuse strategic
simulations, so I picked this up on sale. Generally speaking it has all of the necessary components for a historical wargame. The
battles themselves are quite hands off, the game focuses on the logistics leading up to a battle and then the calculations are
made. It seems reasonably well researched, though it's more of a spreadsheet than an immersive experience as a Roman
general/politician/powerbroker.

However, what leads me to caution others about the game is the extremely poor optimization. The load times are bad, things get
kind of choppy and unresponsive, and it just makes the whole experience a drag. You know this game is going to be a time
investment to learn, and that poor optimization is going to drag the whole experience down as it aggregates. In this day and age,
the discerning wargamer doesn't mind playing a game that could have been made in 1994, but it is expected to run fast and
stable. As such, I cannot reccomend this game, unless you are an absolute fanatic of either Roman History or historical
wargames.

I will happily change my review to a reccommend if they improve the optimization. Until then, stay away, especially at retail
price.. Ask not what you can do for Hardcore Deathrace Team Deathmatch Gaming in this TCM for Half-Life 2!. Yes, but only
if you have friends. The game is sadly dead.. shoutouts to simpleflips. Mac version not playable since steam update.
. I dig the competitive tennis if the network stuff works.
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My rating: 8/10

I have played many economy/trading games including Port Royale, but the Patrician 4: Rise of a Dynasty is the only one to
which I always return once in a while. I think it is because its nice atmosphere of an old Europe in 14th century, when Hansa
league was in its best years. With the expansion, the map also gets a lot of nice details, and the game includes important features
which makes it much more interesting.

As with majority of the games, I feel like lot of features were not finished. Buying lands from the lords does not seem to have
any effect, and many of the kingdoms does not have inland trading routes. The military vessels have to stand in a point, from
which they often don't move even if pirates are sailing next to them, which makes them useless in protecting the trade routes.

The combat is very limited and repetitive, worse than in Port Royale. So thank God for Auto-Resolve.

After all, I really like this game. I spent a lot of time on it before it came to Steam and also lot of time on steam in offline mode,
as no internet connection is needed. Therfore, I really recommend the game if you have at least little bit connection to history..
Don't get fooled by the first few missions. The game is unbeatable with the insane amount of enemies and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t escort missions.. This is an excellent rhythm sequencer. It is intuitive and
flexible in a way that most rhythm programmers lack. What I really enjoy about it is the concept of rhythm evolution, where the
atomic parts of a more complex rhythm can be refined individually, either globally or over time.

It's surprising, too, in how well it caters to various genres of music. A lot of rhythm generators tend to really focus on 4/4 time
signatures and duple/triple divisions, but it's pretty easy to take this into experimental territories. Check it out!. THe original
game is a masterpiece, and these expansions are adding up to the greatness of Age of Empires.

Adding new interesting campaigns, new civilizations and much more to gameplay.

If you love the original than you will love this expansions.. I cannot recommend this at this time. The game costs twice as much
as its predecessor Unloved (which I LOVE having clocked over 200+ hours) and has very little content. This was released far to
early to be worth $20 or even $15.
certainly a let down from unloved which had literally hundreds of customization options, lines of story content, and dozens of
different rooms in different themes.

I am hopeful because originally when unloved was released it was very content deficient. it did not have trinkets (upgrades and
mods and weapon starters), you had exactly three weapons counting melee and one tileset with only a handful of room types. It
took awhile to get there but when it did, it really arrived.

I suspect all my reservations will be worked out in a year from now, and by then i'll change my review.. An online Unreal 4 first
person shooter with a steampunk theme and deep lore... what isnt there to like? I can't wait to see this game evolve.

5/5
. Watch the 1st trailer.. I can confirm all the review quote are spot on. Very good game.. Got this in a bundle.

Kind of meh imo .. 2/10

Graphics - 7/10
 ~ Nice graphics, could be improved.

Music - 5/10
 ~ Music was fine, but would not listen to for long.

Gameplay - 1/10
 ~ Sometimes confusing, repetitive, all hidden-object puzzle, nothing else, not very good mechanic,
 ~ Takes a lot of focus, gets you ( your eyes ) tired fast.. I want my 5 dollars back.
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